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Joan & Kenny flew to Tbilisi, Georgia via Istanbul on the 2nd May to make new recordings in several
languages there including Georgian & Mingrelian. This turned out to be an amazing & blessed time.
Thank you so much for praying for our trip. The country is beautiful with amazing mountains, lakes

& wonderful scenery. Our recordings had been in
planning for over a year & finally we were there.
We were welcomed by Pastor Charles & his wife
Nina at their church. They oversee & reach out
to a local congregation & many from other nations who have escaped from their own countries
because of persecution. Many don't have jobs &
find it difficult to survive, but this church
brings them under their care. Many who attend
this church have become Christians since joining
& have been encouraged in their new faith.
The majority of churches are Georgian Orthodox & around 80% of the population would say
they were Orthodox. Most don't attend except
for special occasions. Tensions at times can run
high against the evangelical churches & many call
them cults. Opportunities to build or expand
churches is difficult because of this. This
church however is very pro active in lots of different ministries & this was fantastic to see.
Our Recordings. The church allowed us to use
their basement Sunday School room as our recording studio & this worked out really well. We
were able to make seven new recordings in five
different languages. This was a great thrill to
record with these lovely people in their own languages. It was also great to hear of Gods faithfulness to them which was wonderful.

“Telling the Story of Jesus in Every Language”

Another highlight during our time there was visiting a local village where the Church run a kids
club two days a week. This reminded us of our trips to Kosova, where the poverty is evident, but
they are so welcoming & generous with their hospitality. We loved meeting them all.

Soon we said our goodbyes to the many friends we had met. We hope to visit again in the future
to do more recordings. We Praise the Lord for taking us there & home again safely & for all the
lovely people we got to meet. Thank you for your prayers & support for us. We hope you enjoyed
this short report. God Bless you.
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